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ABSTRACT
We conducted a study of \( n = 20 \) older adults to better understand their mental models for what the term ‘privacy’ means to them in both digital and non-digital contexts. Participants were asked to diagrammatically represent this information and describe their drawings in a semi-structured interview setting. Preliminary coding analysis revealed participants’ frustrations with available methods for addressing privacy violations. While some asserted that there are both good and bad uses of private data, others avoided technology as a whole out of privacy fears or ambivalence towards using web-based banking and social media services. Some participants described fighting back against privacy attacks, while others felt resigned altogether. Our study provides initial steps towards illuminating privacy perceptions of older adults and can have impacts on training and tailor design for this important demographic.
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INTRODUCTION
Perceived privacy deals with the degree to which an individual believes that they control their own private information, even after the information has been disclosed to others [1]. The term "privacy" is often associated with protection of data. However, it can also refer to an individual’s personal space. Older adults may contribute to and gain from technological advancement, but are often more disconnected than other age groups from information and communication technologies [12]. While fraud against older adults does not appear to occur at higher rates [10], prevalent age-related cognitive, psychological, and physical correlates to fraud and privacy attacks make older adults a vulnerable target, and widespread privacy attacks occur [3].

Researchers have examined mental models of privacy among individuals of varying ages [7]. However, there has been limited focus specifically on the perceptions of older adults who may have had differing levels of exposure to or education with technology compared to studies undertaken with younger demographics. As a population, older adults are less likely to be well-informed and aware of the various privacy violation possibilities and the measures they can take to protect themselves from attacks [4]. Privacy threats and violations come in various forms. While one may consider personal details being stolen as a privacy threat, others may think of phone scammers and email spammers. To further understand their mindset and cast a broader net to encompass a variety of privacy threats, we inquired on how they perceive the concept of privacy, following a protocol adapted from [7].

We present our preliminary results, including three main findings and seven axial codes, which encompass the beliefs, opinions and fears carried by older adults about privacy attacks and measures against them. Our findings include:

• Although understood to be essential to individual autonomy, privacy may sometimes need to be balanced with valid societal interventions (e.g. health and law enforcement protections).
• Either fear of privacy attacks or a lack of interest altogether results in shying away from using technology, online services and social engagement, and personal devices.
• The perceived vulnerability of private information leaves many older adults feeling either fearful, frustrated, or resigned.

From this study, we aim to contribute towards a deeper understanding of the perceptions of older adults relating to the general concept of privacy and how this has impacted their interactions both with technology and with the world. Implications arising from the work include addressing concerns through design of products and systems, along with the use of tailoring. Older adults are known to struggle more with personal devices [12], managing personal data [8], and authentication [6] than other age groups, and their struggles can be seen as valuable and unique concerns [5] to be integrated in future designs.
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**RELATED WORK**

A range of studies have been conducted to examine privacy perceptions and behaviors among multiple age groups [4, 9, 11, 13]. For example, Wu et al. [13] explored mental models of encryption, focusing on how it works, and how it impacts daily lives. Schomakers et al. [11] elicited mental models of internet users for privacy protection. While these studies implement mental models to understand various technical aspects of security and private data, we endeavour to determine how individuals perceive the concept of “privacy” itself, using similar mental model methods.

We designed our study to replicate the methodology of the study by Oates et al. [7]. The researchers aimed to classify and categorize mental models on the basis of various metaphors, contexts, and comparisons to real-life applications, thus shedding light on how perceptions of privacy can be mapped to be real issues. While Oates et al. studied participants from various age groups and established their findings using mental models, our study focuses specifically on older adults and their specific mindset with respect to the concept of privacy. Older adults appear to be a target for scams and other privacy attacks. Cognitive and physical decline [6] and their lack of exposure to the saturation of technology and social media leaves them isolated from appropriate security measures, which would otherwise keep their private information safe [8]. Perceived barrages of scam calls, spam emails, phishing and identify theft overwhelm them and leaves them vulnerable. By studying older adults, we gain insight into how they feel about this enigmatic concept of privacy and their level of awareness.

**METHODOLOGY**

An illustration highlighting the steps taken to conduct the study is shown in Figure 1. Once posed with the question of “what does privacy mean to you” in digital and non-digital contexts, participants were asked to diagrammatically represent these concepts, and label their two drawings as they saw fit. The thoughts of an individual may be internalized and may not be conscious. Mental models can act as a lens through which an individual sees an object or a concept. A combination of verbal and graphical techniques which involves asking the participant to draw their thoughts allows for a more holistic presentation [2]. If the participants were not comfortable with drawing, they were asked to explain what they envisioned to the researcher, who would in turn illustrate concepts based on the participant’s behalf. The participants were then asked to explain the drawings to the researcher. The explanations were annotated on the drawing with a differently colored pen. Obviously participants’ artistic skills varied, producing some disparity in the level of visual detail in the captured mental models. Investigator help with drawing and follow-up discussion were intended to alleviate potential misunderstanding about drawn content. The follow-up interview questions asked about their experience with the Web, confidence in maintaining privacy in digital and non-digital contexts, their thoughts about maintaining privacy for different age groups, and past experiences involving privacy violations.
Twenty older adults (60 years or older), described in Table 1, were recruited from a local Senior Center in a suburban area known for its diversity in both ethnicity and socio-economic status. Recruitment flyers were used to advertise the study. Interviews lasted between 20-45 minutes.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Our analysis method required two coders to perform inductive thematic coding on the drawings, focusing firstly on the terms and visual constructs used by participants. Those lengthy lists of highly literal codes were then progressively refined by each coder to describe the drawings' meanings and thematic content. These lists were then compared and de-duplicated to agree upon a set of five axial codes for drawing content. The codes are intended to be mutually exclusive conceptually, but it was common to have multiple codes apply to one drawing.

Axial codes for drawing content. The seven axial codes (see Figure 5) focused mainly on drawn depictions of fear and frustration towards perceived privacy invasions, such as constant telemarketing phone calls and spam emails that were generally deemed suspicious and manipulative. This included either their personal feelings of fear or anger towards privacy invasions (code 5, n=18, see Figure 3), their perception of the general amount of privacy risk (code 6, n=7), or their methods for protecting themselves. Those protective methods included self-imposed restrictions for using technology (code 4, n=12), or barriers for privacy protection (code 3, n=27). Participants also described avoiding technology as much as possible (code 2, n=3). Other codes involve the equivocation felt regarding privacy issues, such as identifying both legitimate or exploitative privacy invasions by society (code 1, n=6) or the positive and negative privacy implications of online family interactions (code 7, n=6).

Visual constructs. A number of visual constructs were used by participants when expressing the seven identified axial codes. These included different types of barriers for protecting their privacy, such as castle walls, padlocks, and bathroom stalls, and messaging devices for warning away interlopers such as stop signs. Participants also drew shredders and delete buttons obfuscating their personal data, and drew piles of documents to show their preference towards paper-based record keeping over untrusted online practices. They also vividly depicted the activities they preferred to being occupied online, such as trimming azalea bushes in their garden (Figure 4).

Code features. One important distinction was whether drawings were meant to describe the personal feelings or experiences of participants, versus their view of how privacy functions in society generally. Perceptions of both of these features were mostly, but not exclusively, negative. Participant 12 described her aversion to using web services for financial transactions, fearing she “might hit the wrong button and not be able to undo.” Similarly, Participant 06 stated, “Lord knows what they have [personal data held by third parties]... who knows how they got it.” In contrast, a small minority described positive feelings towards facets of online interaction, noting easier family communication (n=5) and access to
Related findings. In comparison to the related work of Oates et al. [7], we see a number of closely related concepts. Participants of both studies often featured descriptions of privacy as control of personal data. This included imagery conveying that privacy is unobtainable and 'hopeless.' Both also often showed a ‘public and private divide’ separated by similar representations of barriers that control private data flow, such as walls and doors (see Figure 2). Our participants did frequently show either entry barriers or out-of-control in-flows of spam or telemarketing phone calls. This may be a facet of our cohorts’ older demographic, which often described feeling especially targeted because of their age, and in some cases feared becoming more vulnerable to fraud with cognitive decline. However, the authors ([7]) looked more towards distinguishing mental models which contained visual symbols, privacy contexts and privacy metaphors, rather than specific indications of fears and/or frustrations felt by targeted individuals. This included locks, cameras, hearts (indicating love), context codes such as family indicating closeness and intimacy, or a crowd indicating lack of privacy. Moreover, their paper showed results leaning towards the fact that most participants are more worried about privacy depicted as an individual, rather than a collective concept, as opposed to our findings which show that this specific age group also shows concern for how society uses private data. While some of our findings are similar to that of Oates et al., we aim to extend their work specifically featuring older adults’ concerns about private data usage.

IMPLICATIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our preliminary analysis indicates older adults feel that privacy attacks are a threat impacting their digital activities. They described numerous privacy fears and protective measures they have adopted. These measures include using barriers for both protection and control of personal data. Conversely, others felt overwhelmed and incapable of fighting back against by privacy attacks. They expressed their fear of scams and frustration with suspicious emails. Besides individual privacy concern, they also feared misuse of private data by society as well.

Discovering these fears carried by older adults’ brings into question the level of transparency of various applications and social media networking sites. Clarifying transparency in an intuitive and user-friendly approach could help alleviate some concerns held by older adults. Some misconceptions about privacy which reside in their perception of privacy leads us to believe that awareness could be increased by training older adults in the benefits and importance of using privacy measures. Certain applications, which may more commonly be used by older adults (e.g., Medicare), may require trust from its users. Encouraging users to use stronger passwords and ensuring that their privacy is safe may help users build trust with the application.
The approach of diagrammatically representing perceptions of privacy proved to be fruitful, leading to rich information which could then be coded. An additional round of coding is being performed upon the discussion portion of the interviews that occurred while the drawings were made. These observations should provide useful points of comparison to the drawing-related axial codes and conclusions from related research. Further work will also be conducted contrasting perceptions with those of younger adults with limited knowledge of data security/privacy, with a view to identifying the ways that implications should be formulated to support multiple user groups.
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